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PE In January 2021 for Year 5 and 6   
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18th December 2020 
 
Dear Parents, 
  
We are really pleased to announce that we will be introducing football back into our PE lessons in January.  To 
enable us to do this safely and effectively, we would very much appreciate your help to prepare your child for their 
PE lessons. 
  
The outdoor football lesson will remain on the same day as their outside lesson has been for Netball this 
term.  Pupils should know which day this is.  Please check the website if you would like to double check the 
timetable.  The other lesson will remain indoors. 
   
Please could we ask that you support us by sending your child to school with the following kit for their Football 
Lessons: 

 KIT LIST FOR JANUARY 2021 
  

Oakfield PE kit Continue to wear PE kit to school on PE days 

Shinpads Essential for Football lessons due to football studs being worn 

Black football socks Essential for football lessons 

Boot bag/carrier bag Essential for every football lesson (to carry muddy footwear) 

Football boots Ideal & we recommend to avoid slipping over and for proper grip 

Trainers Essential for use in football if you can't get football boots 

Clean footwear or spare trainers These must be worn to school to be changed into after Football 

School uniform or spare Oakfield PE kit Only for essential changing if they get muddy by accident 

Waterproof jacket/coat Recommended for bad weather 

Base layers/warm layers Recommended as we will go out in cold weather 

 
The classes will be changing their footwear in the outdoor classroom and storing their dry footwear in their boot bag 
or carrier bag in a dry area for them to change back into at the end of the lesson.  A decision will be made on the day 
as to whether or not we will be on the field or sports court so both football boots and trainers are necessary 
wherever possible or trainers if not.   Please contact your child’s tutor or PE teacher with any queries.  Thank you. 
  
Yours sincerely, 

 
 
Miss A Pullen 
Head of PE 
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